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Abstract: A theory about a young, evolving “stealth ocean” under the ancient-looking surface of
Mimas, the moon of Saturn, triggered us to revisit the icy satellite and develop a revised geological
map based on Cassini images. The re-mapping of Mimas’s surface aimed to fill the decades-long gap
that grew since the publication of the first Voyager image-based pioneering map, and it provided an
up-to-date synthetic interpretation of revised and newly discovered features. Despite the map being
in its early stage of introduction, it already showed some key features that may play significant roles
in the reconstruction of Mimas’s (surface) evolution. The Herschel crater, formed by a global-scale
impact, undoubtedly left additional marks, including fault scarps, stair-step faults, and post-impact
surface transformation, through mass movements around the crater wall and the peak. Smaller
craters left various scars on the surface, including asymmetric craters, whose morphology and
allocation we used to reconstruct the regional topographic changes on the surface of Mimas. In
addition to the impact-related features, which dominated the surface of the icy satellite, groups of
weak, quasi-parallel running linear features, such as undifferentiated lineaments, grooves/through,
and ridges, were also observed. The appearance and pattern of those lineaments overlapped with
the allocation of various modeled global nonlinear tidal dissipations, supporting the existence of
theoretical subsurface stealth oceans.
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1. Introduction

Geological mapping is one of the most prolonged and fundamental methods in geo-
logical research. It is rooted in the studies of Martin Lister (1639–1712), a naturalist who
suggested visualizing the soil type distribution on maps. Lister’s idea was realized by Luigi
Ferdinando Marsili (1658–1730). Following his contribution to the military by creating
detailed maps of the landscape, including the rock outcrops, he mapped the distribution
of gypsum and sulfur deposits around Bologna (1717), and later he published a map of
mining districts in Hungary (1726) [1]. Unfortunately, the name of the cartographer who
created the actual first geological map (1757) containing four different rock types, including
sandstone (Bunter Sandstein, Buntsandstein), limestone (Mushelkalkstein), chalk (Kreide),
and coal beds (Kohle), was lost. However, the three former rock types later became the
basis of Mesozoic litho- and chronostratigraphy (Friedrich August von Alberti, 1834) [2].

Geological maps not only provide information about the geological features of a
surface or the even areas below, but they also reveal the geological evolution of the studied
area via the chronological and tectonic information embedded in the map.

In contrast to geological mapping on Earth, such expectations brought new challenges
to researchers mapping the surfaces of various planetary bodies. Besides the Moon, geolo-
gists could not conduct fieldwork on different planetary bodies and draw geological maps
based on their field observations.

Planetary mapping is divided into two significant periods: the phase of early observa-
tions from Earth (visual era), followed by the photographic era, which is when planetary
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scientists based their mapping on photographs from various sources (spacecraft, orbiters,
and so on) [3].

On-site automatic missions and later human missions to the Moon needed more
accurate maps containing additional geological elements to determine landing sites. Such
needs led to the geological and geomorphological mapping of specific areas on the surface
of the Moon and the creation of the first photo-image-based “astrogeological” maps, which
comprised surface morphologic–structural elements, various regions with surface materials
with various characters, and the stratigraphic and consequently chronological relation
of those elements [3]. Mapping these elements required the involvement of new fields
concerned with the study of planetary bodies, such as geology and geomorphology. This
resulted in the development of the multi- and interdisciplinary fields of planetology or
planetary science. In recent decades, photo-image-based maps have been completed,
with additional information provided by various sensors (e.g., laser and radar altimetry
and reflectance spectroscopy), and paper maps and atlases have been replaced by GIS
(geographical information system) databases, along with digitalized, renovated versions of
old maps [3].

There has been considerable development in the geological mapping of the Moon and
terrestrial planets, including Mercury, Mars, and even Venus, despite the difficulties caused
by the planets’ massive atmospheres. In contrast to those planetary bodies, the mapping
of outer-solar-system objects, including the moons (also called satellites) of gas (Jupiter
and Saturn) and ice giants (Neptune and Uranus), only started in the 1980s and was most
likely triggered by two factors. There was a technical factor. Namely, the first spacecraft
arrived at Jupiter (e.g., Voyager 1, 1979) and Saturn (e.g., Voyager 2, 1981) and sent the first
images back to Earth around the end of the 1970s, allowing researchers to interpret various
surface features and create the first maps of multiple satellites. An additional factor to be
considered, which most likely triggered the renaissance of the study of outer-solar-system
satellites, was the discovery of some subsurface water reservoirs and subsurface oceans on,
e.g., Enceladus [4] and Europa [5,6], and the potential of life under the ice shell [7]. Along
with the growing interest in the moons of the outer solar system, the list of potential icy
satellites with subsurface oceans (harboring life) has been increasing exponentially [8,9].

Among the Jovian moons, Europa and Ganymede most likely have subsurface oceans
hidden under their ice crusts [5,6,10–12]. The observed water plume on the images sent
by Cassini’s spacecraft provided evidence of a subsurface reservoir and/or ocean under
the frozen surface of Enceladus, the moon of Saturn [4,13]. Along with Enceladus, one of
the moons in the outer solar system that has the most potential regarding the existence
of, e.g., microbial life, is Titan, which also hosts a subsurface liquid layer between two icy
units in its interior [14]. Based on calculations in very recent studies, numerous satellites
of Uranus, including Ariel, Umbriel, Titania, and Oberon, may host liquid spheres as
subsurface oceans under their surfaces [15,16]. Like Uranus, one moon of Neptune, Triton,
may hide an ocean under its ice shell [17].

Like Earth, oxidants must be transported downward from the icy surface to keep
those subsurface oceans oxygenated and keep the potential biosphere alive [18]. Two
mechanisms that may be capable of executing such transport and material exchange
between the surface and subsurface regions are cryotectonism and cryovolcanism. Based
on our current knowledge and given the existing resources, the easiest way to identify and
characterize these processes is via remote sensing-based (e.g., image-based mosaic maps
and photogrammetry) geological and geomorphological mapping of the target icy satellites.

The growing number of candidates with subsurface oceans and the importance of
geological mapping in the understanding of surface processes and the evolution of icy
moons (along with the reconstruction of the planetary environment and knowledge of
possible exobiological evolution) have triggered the geological mapping of icy satellites,
such as Europa [19], Ganymede [20] (Jupiter), Enceladus [21], Dione [22], Titan [23] (Saturn),
and Triton [24] (Neptune) (Table 1).
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Table 1. Comparison of the essential characteristics of ocean-bearing icy satellites with current global
geological maps. Abbreviations: n—nighttime; d—daytime; m—mean; e—equator; p—pole; a—
annual; min—minimum; max—maximum; geom. Albedo—geometric albedo (is the ratio of a body’s
brightness at zero phase angle to the brightness of a perfectly diffusing disk with the same position
and apparent size as the body); (
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sive melting and extrusion of basaltic rock), moun-
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CO2, and O2.  
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0.24 0.13 

−143 (max), 

−177 (e), 
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−183 (m) 

H2O ice, NaCl, colored 

areas: hydrated salts, 

SO42−; (0.67) 

Lineaments, ridges, troughs, bands, banded 

plains, chaos terrains, microfeatures, and impact 
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Ganymede 

(2.78 a☾) 
0.41 0.15 −183 to −113 

H2O ice, darkening 

agent; 

H2SO4 hydrate and salts 

(SO42−, Cl−), radiolytic 

processing; (0.43) 

Old, highly cratered dark regions (~1/3 part of the 

surface) and bright grooved terrains, formed by 

tectonic and cryovolcanic processes (~2/3 part of 

the surface); cratered materials, basins, depres-

sions, domes, palimpsest, furrows, and grooves. 

Tenuous, envelop atmosphere: O2, O3, and H2O. 

Mimas 

(0.48 a☾) 
0.03 0.01 ≤−185 (d) 

H2O ice mainly (possibly 

from E ring), Appear-

ance of NH3 ?; (0.6) 

Heavily cratered, Herschel impact and the global-

scale impact-related tectonic features; stealth sub-

surface ocean. No detectable atmosphere. 

Enceladus 

(0.62a☾) 
0.04 0.01 

−185 to −163 

(d), 

Resurfacing by plume 

ices; H2O, CO2 ices, NH3 

and “tholins” (iron rich 

nanograins); (1.0) 

Geologically active icy moon, intense tectonism, 

ridges, troughs, scarps (younger provinces), cra-

tered terrains (older regions), cryovolcanism, and 

plume activity. 

Tenuous atmosphere (more significant than other 

icy moons, except Titan): H2O, N2, CO2, CH4, and 

traces of simple organic molecules. 

Dione 

(0.98 a☾) 
0.09 0.02 

−218 to −203 

(n), 

−175 to −155 

(d), 

H2O and CO2 ices, NH3, 

ferrous iron-bearing min-

eral, radiolytic pro-

cessing; (0.6) 

Heavily cratered regions, catenae, fossae, chas-

mata; active (?) cryotectonism: rifting, faulting, 

and potential subsumption; cryovolcanism. 

Thin gas envelop (exosphere): O2+, O2, and O3. 

Titan 

(3.18 a☾) 
0.40 0.14 

−179 to −180 

(a) 

H2O, CH4, NH3 ices, hy-

drocarbons (in solid and 

Geological processes: impact cratering, pluvial, 

fluvial, and aeolian erosion and 

)—semi-major axis, compared to the Moon; AU—astronomical
unit, which is the average distance of the Earth from Sun (approximately 150 million km); and
R⊕, g⊕ and p⊕—the radius, gravity and the atmospheric pressure of the satellites and the pres-
sure of its atmosphere compared to the radius, gravity and atmospheric pressure of Earth, respec-
tively. Along with the primary planetary data, gained from https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sats/phys_par/
(accessed on 23 December 2023) and http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/?sat_phys_par#ref69 (accessed on
23 December 2023), additional information about the main characteristics used in this chart can be
found in various studies such as [25,26] (Moon), [19,27–29] (Europa), [20,29–32] (Ganymede), [33–42]
(Mimas), [21,33,34,43,44] (Enceladus), [22,33,34,45,46] (Dione), [23,47,48] (Titan), and [24] (Triton).
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mas), [21,33,34,43,44] (Enceladus), [22,33,34,45,46] (Dione), [23,47,48] (Titan), and [24] (Triton). 

Satellite 

(a☾)  
R⊕ g⊕ Tsurf (C°) 

Surface Comp.; (geom. 

albedo) 

Main Geological Features and Phenomena to Be 

Considered (Keywords) 

Moon 

(1 a☾) 
0.27 0.17 

−183 (n), 

106 (d) 

Lunar regolith: rock and 

mineral fragments, im-

pact and volcanic 

glasses, and agglutinates 

(0.12) 

Various impact craters, crater chains (catenae), 

mare and lacus regions (plains formed by exten-

sive melting and extrusion of basaltic rock), moun-

tains (remaining rims of giant impacts), rilles, and 

moonquakes. 

Exosphere (tenuous atm.): He, Ar, Na, K, CH4, CO, 

CO2, and O2.  

Europa 

(1.75 a☾) 
0.24 0.13 

−143 (max), 

−177 (e), 

−227 (p), 

−183 (m) 

H2O ice, NaCl, colored 

areas: hydrated salts, 

SO42−; (0.67) 

Lineaments, ridges, troughs, bands, banded 

plains, chaos terrains, microfeatures, and impact 

craters; sporadic plums, cryovolcanism, subsump-

tion, and active cryotectonism. 

Extremely tenuous atmosphere: O2 and H2O. 

Ganymede 

(2.78 a☾) 
0.41 0.15 −183 to −113 

H2O ice, darkening 

agent; 

H2SO4 hydrate and salts 

(SO42−, Cl−), radiolytic 

processing; (0.43) 

Old, highly cratered dark regions (~1/3 part of the 

surface) and bright grooved terrains, formed by 

tectonic and cryovolcanic processes (~2/3 part of 

the surface); cratered materials, basins, depres-

sions, domes, palimpsest, furrows, and grooves. 

Tenuous, envelop atmosphere: O2, O3, and H2O. 

Mimas 

(0.48 a☾) 
0.03 0.01 ≤−185 (d) 

H2O ice mainly (possibly 

from E ring), Appear-

ance of NH3 ?; (0.6) 

Heavily cratered, Herschel impact and the global-

scale impact-related tectonic features; stealth sub-

surface ocean. No detectable atmosphere. 

Enceladus 

(0.62a☾) 
0.04 0.01 

−185 to −163 

(d), 

Resurfacing by plume 

ices; H2O, CO2 ices, NH3 

and “tholins” (iron rich 

nanograins); (1.0) 

Geologically active icy moon, intense tectonism, 

ridges, troughs, scarps (younger provinces), cra-

tered terrains (older regions), cryovolcanism, and 

plume activity. 

Tenuous atmosphere (more significant than other 

icy moons, except Titan): H2O, N2, CO2, CH4, and 

traces of simple organic molecules. 

Dione 

(0.98 a☾) 
0.09 0.02 

−218 to −203 

(n), 

−175 to −155 

(d), 

H2O and CO2 ices, NH3, 

ferrous iron-bearing min-

eral, radiolytic pro-

cessing; (0.6) 

Heavily cratered regions, catenae, fossae, chas-

mata; active (?) cryotectonism: rifting, faulting, 

and potential subsumption; cryovolcanism. 

Thin gas envelop (exosphere): O2+, O2, and O3. 

Titan 

(3.18 a☾) 
0.40 0.14 

−179 to −180 

(a) 

H2O, CH4, NH3 ices, hy-

drocarbons (in solid and 

Geological processes: impact cratering, pluvial, 

fluvial, and aeolian erosion and 

) 0.24 0.13

−143 (max),
−177 (e),
−227 (p),
−183 (m)

H2O ice, NaCl, colored
areas: hydrated salts,

SO4
2−; (0.67)

Lineaments, ridges, troughs, bands, banded plains,
chaos terrains, microfeatures, and impact craters;

sporadic plums, cryovolcanism, subsumption, and
active cryotectonism.

Extremely tenuous atmosphere: O2 and H2O.

Ganymede
(2.78
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Satellite 

(a☾)  
R⊕ g⊕ Tsurf (C°) 

Surface Comp.; (geom. 

albedo) 

Main Geological Features and Phenomena to Be 

Considered (Keywords) 

Moon 

(1 a☾) 
0.27 0.17 

−183 (n), 

106 (d) 

Lunar regolith: rock and 

mineral fragments, im-

pact and volcanic 

glasses, and agglutinates 

(0.12) 

Various impact craters, crater chains (catenae), 

mare and lacus regions (plains formed by exten-

sive melting and extrusion of basaltic rock), moun-

tains (remaining rims of giant impacts), rilles, and 

moonquakes. 

Exosphere (tenuous atm.): He, Ar, Na, K, CH4, CO, 

CO2, and O2.  

Europa 

(1.75 a☾) 
0.24 0.13 

−143 (max), 

−177 (e), 

−227 (p), 

−183 (m) 

H2O ice, NaCl, colored 

areas: hydrated salts, 

SO42−; (0.67) 

Lineaments, ridges, troughs, bands, banded 

plains, chaos terrains, microfeatures, and impact 

craters; sporadic plums, cryovolcanism, subsump-

tion, and active cryotectonism. 

Extremely tenuous atmosphere: O2 and H2O. 

Ganymede 

(2.78 a☾) 
0.41 0.15 −183 to −113 

H2O ice, darkening 

agent; 

H2SO4 hydrate and salts 

(SO42−, Cl−), radiolytic 

processing; (0.43) 

Old, highly cratered dark regions (~1/3 part of the 

surface) and bright grooved terrains, formed by 

tectonic and cryovolcanic processes (~2/3 part of 

the surface); cratered materials, basins, depres-

sions, domes, palimpsest, furrows, and grooves. 

Tenuous, envelop atmosphere: O2, O3, and H2O. 

Mimas 

(0.48 a☾) 
0.03 0.01 ≤−185 (d) 

H2O ice mainly (possibly 

from E ring), Appear-

ance of NH3 ?; (0.6) 

Heavily cratered, Herschel impact and the global-

scale impact-related tectonic features; stealth sub-

surface ocean. No detectable atmosphere. 

Enceladus 

(0.62a☾) 
0.04 0.01 

−185 to −163 

(d), 

Resurfacing by plume 

ices; H2O, CO2 ices, NH3 

and “tholins” (iron rich 

nanograins); (1.0) 

Geologically active icy moon, intense tectonism, 

ridges, troughs, scarps (younger provinces), cra-

tered terrains (older regions), cryovolcanism, and 

plume activity. 

Tenuous atmosphere (more significant than other 

icy moons, except Titan): H2O, N2, CO2, CH4, and 

traces of simple organic molecules. 

Dione 

(0.98 a☾) 
0.09 0.02 

−218 to −203 

(n), 

−175 to −155 

(d), 

H2O and CO2 ices, NH3, 

ferrous iron-bearing min-

eral, radiolytic pro-

cessing; (0.6) 

Heavily cratered regions, catenae, fossae, chas-

mata; active (?) cryotectonism: rifting, faulting, 

and potential subsumption; cryovolcanism. 

Thin gas envelop (exosphere): O2+, O2, and O3. 

Titan 

(3.18 a☾) 
0.40 0.14 

−179 to −180 

(a) 

H2O, CH4, NH3 ices, hy-

drocarbons (in solid and 

Geological processes: impact cratering, pluvial, 

fluvial, and aeolian erosion and 

) 0.41 0.15 −183 to −113

H2O ice, darkening agent;
H2SO4 hydrate and salts
(SO4

2−, Cl−), radiolytic
processing; (0.43)

Old, highly cratered dark regions (~1/3 part of the
surface) and bright grooved terrains, formed by

tectonic and cryovolcanic processes (~2/3 part of
the surface); cratered materials, basins,

depressions, domes, palimpsest, furrows,
and grooves.

Tenuous, envelop atmosphere: O2, O3, and H2O.

Mimas
(0.48
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Satellite 

(a☾)  
R⊕ g⊕ Tsurf (C°) 

Surface Comp.; (geom. 

albedo) 

Main Geological Features and Phenomena to Be 

Considered (Keywords) 

Moon 

(1 a☾) 
0.27 0.17 

−183 (n), 

106 (d) 

Lunar regolith: rock and 

mineral fragments, im-

pact and volcanic 

glasses, and agglutinates 

(0.12) 

Various impact craters, crater chains (catenae), 

mare and lacus regions (plains formed by exten-

sive melting and extrusion of basaltic rock), moun-

tains (remaining rims of giant impacts), rilles, and 

moonquakes. 

Exosphere (tenuous atm.): He, Ar, Na, K, CH4, CO, 

CO2, and O2.  

Europa 

(1.75 a☾) 
0.24 0.13 

−143 (max), 

−177 (e), 

−227 (p), 

−183 (m) 

H2O ice, NaCl, colored 

areas: hydrated salts, 

SO42−; (0.67) 

Lineaments, ridges, troughs, bands, banded 

plains, chaos terrains, microfeatures, and impact 

craters; sporadic plums, cryovolcanism, subsump-

tion, and active cryotectonism. 

Extremely tenuous atmosphere: O2 and H2O. 

Ganymede 

(2.78 a☾) 
0.41 0.15 −183 to −113 

H2O ice, darkening 

agent; 

H2SO4 hydrate and salts 

(SO42−, Cl−), radiolytic 

processing; (0.43) 

Old, highly cratered dark regions (~1/3 part of the 

surface) and bright grooved terrains, formed by 

tectonic and cryovolcanic processes (~2/3 part of 

the surface); cratered materials, basins, depres-

sions, domes, palimpsest, furrows, and grooves. 

Tenuous, envelop atmosphere: O2, O3, and H2O. 

Mimas 

(0.48 a☾) 
0.03 0.01 ≤−185 (d) 

H2O ice mainly (possibly 

from E ring), Appear-

ance of NH3 ?; (0.6) 

Heavily cratered, Herschel impact and the global-

scale impact-related tectonic features; stealth sub-

surface ocean. No detectable atmosphere. 

Enceladus 

(0.62a☾) 
0.04 0.01 

−185 to −163 

(d), 

Resurfacing by plume 

ices; H2O, CO2 ices, NH3 

and “tholins” (iron rich 

nanograins); (1.0) 

Geologically active icy moon, intense tectonism, 

ridges, troughs, scarps (younger provinces), cra-

tered terrains (older regions), cryovolcanism, and 

plume activity. 

Tenuous atmosphere (more significant than other 

icy moons, except Titan): H2O, N2, CO2, CH4, and 

traces of simple organic molecules. 

Dione 

(0.98 a☾) 
0.09 0.02 

−218 to −203 

(n), 

−175 to −155 

(d), 

H2O and CO2 ices, NH3, 

ferrous iron-bearing min-

eral, radiolytic pro-

cessing; (0.6) 

Heavily cratered regions, catenae, fossae, chas-

mata; active (?) cryotectonism: rifting, faulting, 

and potential subsumption; cryovolcanism. 

Thin gas envelop (exosphere): O2+, O2, and O3. 

Titan 

(3.18 a☾) 
0.40 0.14 

−179 to −180 

(a) 

H2O, CH4, NH3 ices, hy-

drocarbons (in solid and 

Geological processes: impact cratering, pluvial, 

fluvial, and aeolian erosion and 

) 0.03 0.01 ≤−185 (d)
H2O ice mainly (possibly
from E ring), Appearance

of NH3 ?; (0.6)

Heavily cratered, Herschel impact and the
global-scale impact-related tectonic features;

stealth subsurface ocean. No
detectable atmosphere.

Enceladus
(0.62
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Satellite 

(a☾)  
R⊕ g⊕ Tsurf (C°) 

Surface Comp.; (geom. 

albedo) 

Main Geological Features and Phenomena to Be 

Considered (Keywords) 

Moon 

(1 a☾) 
0.27 0.17 

−183 (n), 

106 (d) 

Lunar regolith: rock and 

mineral fragments, im-

pact and volcanic 

glasses, and agglutinates 

(0.12) 

Various impact craters, crater chains (catenae), 

mare and lacus regions (plains formed by exten-

sive melting and extrusion of basaltic rock), moun-

tains (remaining rims of giant impacts), rilles, and 

moonquakes. 

Exosphere (tenuous atm.): He, Ar, Na, K, CH4, CO, 

CO2, and O2.  

Europa 

(1.75 a☾) 
0.24 0.13 

−143 (max), 

−177 (e), 

−227 (p), 

−183 (m) 

H2O ice, NaCl, colored 

areas: hydrated salts, 

SO42−; (0.67) 

Lineaments, ridges, troughs, bands, banded 

plains, chaos terrains, microfeatures, and impact 

craters; sporadic plums, cryovolcanism, subsump-

tion, and active cryotectonism. 

Extremely tenuous atmosphere: O2 and H2O. 

Ganymede 

(2.78 a☾) 
0.41 0.15 −183 to −113 

H2O ice, darkening 

agent; 

H2SO4 hydrate and salts 

(SO42−, Cl−), radiolytic 

processing; (0.43) 

Old, highly cratered dark regions (~1/3 part of the 

surface) and bright grooved terrains, formed by 

tectonic and cryovolcanic processes (~2/3 part of 

the surface); cratered materials, basins, depres-

sions, domes, palimpsest, furrows, and grooves. 

Tenuous, envelop atmosphere: O2, O3, and H2O. 

Mimas 

(0.48 a☾) 
0.03 0.01 ≤−185 (d) 

H2O ice mainly (possibly 

from E ring), Appear-

ance of NH3 ?; (0.6) 

Heavily cratered, Herschel impact and the global-

scale impact-related tectonic features; stealth sub-

surface ocean. No detectable atmosphere. 

Enceladus 

(0.62a☾) 
0.04 0.01 

−185 to −163 

(d), 

Resurfacing by plume 

ices; H2O, CO2 ices, NH3 

and “tholins” (iron rich 

nanograins); (1.0) 

Geologically active icy moon, intense tectonism, 

ridges, troughs, scarps (younger provinces), cra-

tered terrains (older regions), cryovolcanism, and 

plume activity. 

Tenuous atmosphere (more significant than other 

icy moons, except Titan): H2O, N2, CO2, CH4, and 

traces of simple organic molecules. 

Dione 

(0.98 a☾) 
0.09 0.02 

−218 to −203 

(n), 

−175 to −155 

(d), 

H2O and CO2 ices, NH3, 

ferrous iron-bearing min-

eral, radiolytic pro-

cessing; (0.6) 

Heavily cratered regions, catenae, fossae, chas-

mata; active (?) cryotectonism: rifting, faulting, 

and potential subsumption; cryovolcanism. 

Thin gas envelop (exosphere): O2+, O2, and O3. 

Titan 

(3.18 a☾) 
0.40 0.14 

−179 to −180 

(a) 

H2O, CH4, NH3 ices, hy-

drocarbons (in solid and 

Geological processes: impact cratering, pluvial, 

fluvial, and aeolian erosion and 

) 0.04 0.01 −185 to −163 (d),

Resurfacing by plume ices;
H2O, CO2 ices, NH3 and

“tholins” (iron rich
nanograins); (1.0)

Geologically active icy moon, intense tectonism,
ridges, troughs, scarps (younger provinces),

cratered terrains (older regions), cryovolcanism,
and plume activity.

Tenuous atmosphere (more significant than other
icy moons, except Titan): H2O, N2, CO2, CH4, and

traces of simple organic molecules.

Dione
(0.98
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Satellite 

(a☾)  
R⊕ g⊕ Tsurf (C°) 

Surface Comp.; (geom. 

albedo) 

Main Geological Features and Phenomena to Be 

Considered (Keywords) 

Moon 

(1 a☾) 
0.27 0.17 

−183 (n), 

106 (d) 

Lunar regolith: rock and 

mineral fragments, im-

pact and volcanic 

glasses, and agglutinates 

(0.12) 

Various impact craters, crater chains (catenae), 

mare and lacus regions (plains formed by exten-

sive melting and extrusion of basaltic rock), moun-

tains (remaining rims of giant impacts), rilles, and 

moonquakes. 

Exosphere (tenuous atm.): He, Ar, Na, K, CH4, CO, 

CO2, and O2.  

Europa 

(1.75 a☾) 
0.24 0.13 

−143 (max), 

−177 (e), 

−227 (p), 

−183 (m) 

H2O ice, NaCl, colored 

areas: hydrated salts, 

SO42−; (0.67) 

Lineaments, ridges, troughs, bands, banded 

plains, chaos terrains, microfeatures, and impact 

craters; sporadic plums, cryovolcanism, subsump-

tion, and active cryotectonism. 

Extremely tenuous atmosphere: O2 and H2O. 

Ganymede 

(2.78 a☾) 
0.41 0.15 −183 to −113 

H2O ice, darkening 

agent; 

H2SO4 hydrate and salts 

(SO42−, Cl−), radiolytic 

processing; (0.43) 

Old, highly cratered dark regions (~1/3 part of the 

surface) and bright grooved terrains, formed by 

tectonic and cryovolcanic processes (~2/3 part of 

the surface); cratered materials, basins, depres-

sions, domes, palimpsest, furrows, and grooves. 

Tenuous, envelop atmosphere: O2, O3, and H2O. 

Mimas 

(0.48 a☾) 
0.03 0.01 ≤−185 (d) 

H2O ice mainly (possibly 

from E ring), Appear-

ance of NH3 ?; (0.6) 

Heavily cratered, Herschel impact and the global-

scale impact-related tectonic features; stealth sub-

surface ocean. No detectable atmosphere. 

Enceladus 

(0.62a☾) 
0.04 0.01 

−185 to −163 

(d), 

Resurfacing by plume 

ices; H2O, CO2 ices, NH3 

and “tholins” (iron rich 

nanograins); (1.0) 

Geologically active icy moon, intense tectonism, 

ridges, troughs, scarps (younger provinces), cra-

tered terrains (older regions), cryovolcanism, and 

plume activity. 

Tenuous atmosphere (more significant than other 

icy moons, except Titan): H2O, N2, CO2, CH4, and 

traces of simple organic molecules. 

Dione 

(0.98 a☾) 
0.09 0.02 

−218 to −203 

(n), 

−175 to −155 

(d), 

H2O and CO2 ices, NH3, 

ferrous iron-bearing min-

eral, radiolytic pro-

cessing; (0.6) 

Heavily cratered regions, catenae, fossae, chas-

mata; active (?) cryotectonism: rifting, faulting, 

and potential subsumption; cryovolcanism. 

Thin gas envelop (exosphere): O2+, O2, and O3. 

Titan 

(3.18 a☾) 
0.40 0.14 

−179 to −180 

(a) 

H2O, CH4, NH3 ices, hy-

drocarbons (in solid and 

Geological processes: impact cratering, pluvial, 

fluvial, and aeolian erosion and 

) 0.09 0.02 −218 to −203 (n),
−175 to −155 (d),
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Despite numerous similarities, compared to most of the icy satellites listed in Table 1,
Mimas has been considered an inactive moon, with no characteristic surface sign of global
(cryo)tectonic activity and any significant, relatively young surface renewal processes.
Based on the crater-counting method, the absolute age of the heavily cratered regions is
around 4.3 Ga old, compared to the relatively young giant impact Herschel, which dates
back roughly 4.1 Gyr ago [49].

Such common scientific knowledge about Mimas has been changing in the last decade,
with a series of studies discussing the possibility of a subsurface “stealth” ocean below the
frozen and ancient-looking surface of the satellite [36–42]. Although the appearance of a
subsurface ocean looks plausible, there are still some controversies about the formation
of a subsurface ocean and the lack of any characteristic marks of (cryo)tectonic processes
on the surface, which may indicate indirectly the appearance of such a liquid layer below
the ice crust. Based on various models, the lack of such surface features is explained in
various ways, including a strong ice shell, which may withstand higher tidal stresses [39],
or the young geological age of the subsurface ocean, which may explain the lack of tectonic
features [42], i.e., the early tectonic evolution phase of the shell is “in progress” (e.g., even
stagnant lid tectonism is still not recognizable [50]).

Along with the executed model studies, recognizing any surface mark of active or
inactive stress fields feels crucial. This is not simply from the perspective of the existence of
a subsurface ocean, which may harbor extraterrestrial life, but also for discerning the origin
and evolution of the satellite itself. Observing potential marks of early-phase tectonism
would support the theory about the “ring origin” of the moon instead of the primordial
accretion theory [42]. Despite its time-consuming nature, global and detailed “fresh”
Cassini image-based geological mapping of Mimas may solve some unanswered questions.

This study presents the first version of the semi-global geological map of Mimas, the
icy satellite of Saturn, focusing on the first vital observations and raising concerns while
interpreting the results.

2. Materials and Methods

During the global-scale geological mapping of the icy satellite, three base maps were
used, namely Mimas Global Map—June 2017, Global 3-Color Map of Mimas (2014), and
a supposedly earlier version of the former Mimas Global Map which appeared in the
JMars version 5.3.15.2 (https://jmars.asu.edu/ (accessed on 23 December 2023)), named
the Cassini ISS Cartographic Map of Mimas (Figure 1).

https://jmars.asu.edu/
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Figure 1. A cutout of the studied area from the “Mimas Global Map” was used during the geological
mapping. Map (a) is a cutout from Mimas Global Map—June 2017 version, published on the site of
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology (https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/images/
pia17214-mimas-global-map-june-2017 (accessed on 23 December 2023)). Map (b) is a cutout from
Global 3-Color Map of Mimas (2014), published on the site of NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Califor-
nia Institute of Technology (https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/images/pia18437-color-maps-of-mimas-2014
(accessed on 23 December 2023)). The present study analyzed no regions beyond a latitude
+/−60◦ because of the projection system-triggered distortion around the polar regions. The ap-
plied nomenclature follows the recommendation of the Gazetteer of Planetary Nomenclature
(https://planetarynames.wr.usgs.gov/Page/MIMAS/target (accessed on 23 December 2023)). Col-
ors in the global mosaics of the Global 3-Color Map of Mimas are enhanced false colors.

Despite the similarity between the former (Mimas Global Map—June 2017) and the
Cassini ISS Cartographic Map, there are significant differences between the two image
mosaic maps. Such differences were found during the mapping, e.g., in the shape of
craters, and are discussed in Sections 3 and 4. Both maps are mainly based on images
taken during Cassini spacecraft flybys during the cooperative Cassini–Huygens mission
between NASA, the European Space Agency, and the Italian Space Agency. While creating
the Cassini ISS Cartographic Map of Mimas, Voyager 1 and 2 images were also used to
fill some gaps. Compared to the mosaic that appears in Jmars, which looked very similar
to the published initially Mimas global mosaic map, called Map of Mimas—June 2012
(https://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/PIA14926 (accessed on 23 December 2023)),
the suggested 2012 version was updated with new images following the two most recent
flybys in November 2016 and February 2017, and published as Map of Mimas—June 2017
(https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/images/pia17214-mimas-global-map-june-2017 (accessed on
23 December 2023)).

https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/images/pia17214-mimas-global-map-june-2017
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/images/pia17214-mimas-global-map-june-2017
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/images/pia18437-color-maps-of-mimas-2014
https://planetarynames.wr.usgs.gov/Page/MIMAS/target
https://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/PIA14926
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/images/pia17214-mimas-global-map-june-2017
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Along with the two versions of Cassini image mosaic maps, the Color Map of Mimas—
2014 (https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/images/pia18437-color-maps-of-mimas-2014 (accessed
on 23 December 2023)) was also used as a reference during the study. The image selection,
radiometric calibration, geographic registration, and photometric correction, as well as
mosaic selection and assembly, were performed at the Lunar and Planetary Institute
(Houston, TX, USA).

The suggested update (June 2017) changed some of the map’s content, which poten-
tially affected the interpretation of certain features. It resulted in the use and comparison
of the three maps listed above during the geological mapping. The bias triggered by the
differences between the maps is discussed in a later section of the study.

Along with the Cassini image-based global mosaic maps, maps and descriptions from
the earliest publications about Mimas geology were also used [51,52].

The applied nomenclature followed the recommendation of the Gazetteer of Planetary
Nomenclature (https://planetarynames.wr.usgs.gov/Page/MIMAS/target (accessed on
23 December 2023)).

Geological mapping and some related GIS research were performed using QGIS
3.22 software, followed by statistical analysis, which was executed with various Python
3.10.4 software packages, including NumPy 1.22.012, matplotlib, pandas, SciPy 1.8.0, and
seaborn. All features, craters, and structural elements were interpreted visually and
digitized interactively from the high-resolution and georeferenced images in QGIS 3.22.
Basic information about the craters and lineaments was collected in a QGIS database and
was used as a primary source for the analysis in Python 3.10.4 software. Besides the two
basic geological maps published in the early 1990s [51,52], no datasets were used during
the geological mapping. All presented results are connected to the executed research; no
other database was used.

Considering the goal of this study, i.e., introducing the preliminary results of the
mapping, the study does not contain the results of the in-progress stratigraphic (morphos-
tratigraphy) and chronologic analysis to avoid jumping to too-early conclusions about
Mimas’ surface evolution.

3. Results
3.1. Impact Craters

During the identification of impact structures on the surface of Mimas, more than four
thousand (4048) craters were found. Impact craters belonging to the simple crater main
category were the most common structures (90.9%; Figure 2a).
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Figure 2. Donut charts indicate the ratio of the main (outer ring) and subcategories (inner circle) of
craters (a) and various tectonic features (b). Bold letters and values indicate the main categories, and
their ratio considers all the other main categories. Cursive letters and values indicate the types of
subcategories and their percentage. considering the other subcategories under the same primary
category. “?” shows the barely identifiable and potentially distorted craters, defined as putative
asymmetric craters (please find more information in Section 4.1).
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Despite the basic morphological similarities between the impact craters belonging to
the main category of simple crater, some key differences existed between the identified
subcategories. Simple craters belonged to the subcategory named as the primary category
itself, characterized by a geometrically simple, bowl-shape structure with some lens-shape
accumulation of the debris following the collapse of the rim (80.6%; Figures 2a and 3) [53–55].
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Figure 3. Some of the most common impact craters cover the surface of Mimas. The pairs of images a
and b, and c and d show the differences between the 2012/2017 Mimas global mosaic map (a,c) and
the Global 3-Color Map of Mimas (b,d). The markers with numbers show the same craters appearing
in various mosaics. 1—simple crater; 2—asymmetric crater with lens-shape accumulation in the
crater floor and layer-like structures indicated by various albedo, exposed in the crater wall (2a);
3—complex (central-peak) crater; and 4—asymmetric crater with a central-peak-like structure and a
terrace-like feature, or a toe of a mass wasting, reforming the crater wall (4a).

Asymmetric simple impact craters (including the ones that are barely recognizable
or questionable because of distortion appeared, e.g., during image processing and were
defined as putative asymmetric craters, marked by “?”) seem to be relatively common on
the surface of Mimas (12.6 and 5.7%; Figures 2a and 3). Their asymmetric elliptical shape
and irregular morphology may indicate oblique impacts [56–58], impact-related surface
degradation around the neighborhood of the crater (e.g., ricocheting projectiles) [58], and
impact on the slope [59].

Despite their importance in indicating possible endogenic (tectonic) and exogenic
(surface erosion) processes [60,61], the ratio of identified polygonal (0.7%; Figure 2a) and
eroded craters (0.4%; Figure 2a) is small compared to the other two simple and asymmetric
crater types.
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The mean minimum diameter (ØMIN) of simple craters spans between 3 and 13 km,
with areas ranging from a minimum of 1 to a maximum of 1515 km2. Among the various
subcategories, polygonal simple craters are significantly more extensive than the other
types (aMEAN: 255 km2, aMIN: 5 km2, aMAX: 1515 km).

Compared to the simple craters, significantly fewer complex craters, specified by their
characteristic central peak [55], were found on the surface of Mimas (1.7%; Figure 2a).
This type of subcategories belongs to complex craters, and their ratio is like that of simple
craters. Among the main category of complex crater, most of the craters belong to the
complex crater subcategory (40.6%; Figure 2a), characterized by a broad, often flat, and
shallow crater floor, wall-terrace structures, and most importantly, a central peak raised
during the formation of the impact crater. The ratio of asymmetric (33.3%) and putative
asymmetric craters (15.9%) together reached the number of complex craters. Significantly
fewer numbers eroded (8.7%), and only one polygonal complex impact crater (Herschel)
was found on the surface of Mimas (Figure 2a).

The mean ØMIN of complex craters was significantly more extensive than the impact
craters of other main categories, falling between 13 and 16 km, together with an extreme
member, Herschel, characterized by ØMIN: ~130 km.

Of the 4048 impact craters, 196 (4.8%, Figure 2a) were classified as “unknown” crater
types. This main category comprised putative impact craters, most likely belonging to one
of the primary categories or subcategories introduced above. Still, the quality/resolution
of certain parts of the image mosaic map made it impossible to provide further information
and elaborate classification.

Along with the two main crater categories and the additional “unknown” group,
craters belonging to impact crater chains were mapped separately. Based on morphological
differences, impact crater chains were separated into two subcategories: impact crater pairs
(or doubles, consisting of two craters) and catena (or crater chain) [62]. The size of both
subcategories was very similar, ØMIN: 3 and 4 km, respectively. The size of the members
of the crater chains seemed slightly smaller than that of craters that belonged to the other
main categories.

3.2. Potential Tectonic Features

During the geological mapping of the moon’s surface, five hundred (501) quasi-linear
features were identified and classified into three main and seven subcategories (Figure 2b).

Features belonging to the main category of lineaments were the most dominant on
the moon’s surface (75%; Figure 2b). It comprises three subcategories: undifferentiated
lineaments, troughs, and ridges. Among the three subcategories, undifferentiated lin-
eaments are the most common (49.7%), followed by ridges (40.2%) and troughs (10.1%)
(Figures 2b and 4a–d). Instead of appearing as individual features, most of them run to-
gether as quasi-parallel, sometimes curvy, groups of lineaments at various locations on the
icy surface of Mimas. Such a group of quasi-parallel lineaments was all together interpreted
as chasmata (a deep, elongated, steep-sided depression [63]), such as Ossa and Pangea
Chasma, in an earlier report [52] based on lower-resolution images.
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Figure 4. Main types of putative tectonic features identified on the surface of Mimas. The group
of images (a–j) shows the differences between the 2012 and 2017 Mimas global mosaic map (please
find a detailed explanation in Section 2). The markers with numbers pinpoint the same putative
tectonic features appearing in various versions of the image mosaic maps. 1—curved structure
of quasi-parallel trough (grooves) and ridges; 2—ridge; 3–5—quasi-parallel set of undifferentiated
lineaments, mainly visible because of the albedo differences between the lineaments (narrow, brighter
features) and the surrounding environment; 6–8—fault scarps (or interpreted together: stair-step
faults); 11–14—(pseudo-) stair-step faults (detailed explanation can be found in Sections 3.2 and 4.2);
15—mass movement scarp.
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The most common fault-scarps (42.9%), stair-step faults (29.7%), and mass movements
scarps (27.5%) were the three subcategories within the main category of fault systems
(18.2%) (Figure 4e–j). The subcategories fault scarps and stair-step fault comprised fea-
tures whose morphology pointed toward some alternative theory regarding their origin
(Figure 4g,h). Based on the earlier (2012) version of the image mosaic map, the question-
able features were likely defined as fault-scarps and stair-step faults (features 11 to 14;
Figure 4g). The updated image mosaic map shows slightly different structures with differ-
ent morphology, suggesting the role of impact craters in forming the fault-scarp/stair-step
fault-like “pseudo” features (a detailed discussion can be found in Section 4.2). An earlier
report interpreted one group of fault-scarps and stair-step faults as Avalon Chasma [52].

The third main category comprises features formed by mass movements. Despite the
relatively high ratio compared to other main types (27.5%; Figure 2b), the allocation of mass
movement scarps is concentrated around the Herschel impact crater (Figures 4i,j and 5).
Similar features may appear around complex impact craters, but, unfortunately, the resolu-
tion of the image mosaics is most likely too low to identify smaller-scale mass movements.
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4. Discussion—The Geological Map of Mimas (v1.0-2023)
4.1. Impact Crater Types and Their Potential in the Reconstruction of Geological Processes

As summarized above (Section 3.1) and shown in the geological map (Figure 5), numer-
ous types of craters have been identified on the surface of Mimas. Various main categories
and subcategories have different potential in terms of reconstructing the planetary environ-
ment and the evolution of the icy satellite’s surface. In the following, such potential will be
summarized without going into detail but pointing toward future research topics related to
the moon.

(i) Simple and complex craters. The morphological differences between simple and
complex (central peak) craters were among the earliest research topics on impact crater
formation [53–55]. Beyond crater chronology and determination of the surface age [49],
the size of the craters may allow further research, targeting surface renewal processes by
various energy impacts, their ricocheting ejectiles, and finer grain ejecta blankets [58,64].

(ii) Asymmetric craters. Asymmetric craters are known as indicators of oblique aster-
oid impacts when the impact angle is relatively low (<45◦, ~10–20◦), which results in the
formation of elliptical, asymmetrical-shaped craters [56–58]. Besides oblique impacts, the
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mapping and interpretation of the orientation and allocation of certain asymmetric crater
types on Vesta revealed the topographic control over their formation and their potential in
the reconstruction of slopes [59]. Unfortunately, the characterization of asymmetric crater
orientation and distribution is complex in Mimas’s case.

As shown in the study about Vesta [59], the crater morphology plays a crucial role in
describing the slope characteristics. In the case of Mimas, the morphology-based crater and
slope classification seems complicated because of the changing appearance of the craters
in various versions and mosaic parts of the used Mimas maps (Figure 6). The possible
differences may relate to multiple image processing steps during the process of updating
the 2012 mosaic map with the new images, which arrived in 2016–2017 (please see the Data
and Methods section for more information). Although there is great potential in analyzing
the asymmetric craters with regard to the characterization of regional-scale topographic
features on the surface of Mimas, as a first step, a thorough filtering of the questionable
craters is necessary to avoid biasing the results in the upcoming studies.
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Figure 6. Various image mosaic maps exhibit differences in asymmetric crater morphology. Some
of the most common impact craters cover the surface of Mimas. (a,c) The differences between the
2012 and 2017 versions of the Mimas global mosaic map and (b) the Global 3-Color Map of Mimas.
The markers with numbers show the same craters appearing in various mosaics. The orientation in
the asymmetric craters is recognizable, and regardless of their origin, such differences may bias the
interpretation of asymmetric crater types in reconstructing sloping surfaces.
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(iii) Polygonal craters. Despite their relatively low number on the surface of Mimas,
polygonal craters may indicate endogenic processes, hidden or barely visible tectonic
features, and various stress fields appearing in different planetary bodies, including the icy
crust of the satellites of gas and ice giants. Craters can be defined as polygonal craters if
they have one straight rim segment. Such a morphology may be formed by normal and
strike-slip faults and lithological boundaries [61,65–67]. It is essential to mention that the
relatively low ratio of polygonal craters (along with the eroded craters) may be biased by
the quality of image mosaics (e.g., low-resolution), which prevents the clear identification
of the markers of such crater types. Despite the suggested difficulties, the accurate mapping
of polygonal craters and the study of their distribution may reveal hidden tectonic features
related to the evolution of the stealth ocean and the icy crust of Mimas.

(iv) Eroded craters. Similar to polygonal craters, only a few eroded craters have
been identified on the surface of Mimas (Figures 2b and 4). A degraded structure marks
eroded craters compared to their pristine state. Such a degraded form is indicated by
removing the crater-forming material and destroying the crater rim, resulting in discontin-
uous morphology or a structure with minimal or no relief compared to the surrounding
terrain [60]. Eroded craters may imply exogenic and endogenic processes and provide
additional information about the evolution of the icy surface.

(v) Crater chains. Crater chains (along with double/pair and multiple craters) occur
on various planetary bodies. They are known to be the result of the impact of broken-
up projectiles of a weak asteroid or comet [68]. Besides the broken-up projectiles, chain
craters may form due to the impact of binary asteroids or comets (crater pairs or double
craters) [62], and materials ejected by a giant impact can appear on another satellite [69].

4.2. The Distribution of Putative Tectonic Features and Their Origin

Earlier studies [39] suggested that Mimas ice shell may be strong enough to withstand
higher tidal stress than Europa’s, referring to the lack of tectonic features. Along with
the early studies published about the geology of Mimas [51,52], the introduced Cassini
image-based geological map (Figure 5) indicates a slightly different situation. The identified
tectonic features are far less characteristic than the icy moons with the marks of apparent
tectonic activity (Table 1). Still, the distribution and pattern of simple features may help
to identify the processes related to the Herschel-crater-forming impact and post-impact
evolution of the surface, along with possible putative tectonic processes connected to an
evolving subsurface ocean.

The existence of the Herschel crater, the mark of a global scale impact, implies the
impact origin of at least some features [70,71]. Specific landforms and tectonic features
may connect the seismic wave of the impact, the antipodal effect, or the formation of
concentrical rings around the impact [71]. The pattern of Avalon Chasma and its newly
recognized section running “around” the Modred impact crater on Mimas (stair-step
faults; Figures 4g,h and 5) [51] is like the pattern of Ithaca Chasma, possibly related to the
Odysseus-forming impact on the surface of Tethys. The formation of the identified fault
scarps and stair-step fault system may be an analog to Ithaca Chasma, and its appearance
can be explained by the whole-body oscillation of Mimas triggered by the impact [72]. The
development of such tectonic features might be part of forming a ring-graben structure
during the impact event, triggered by the collapse of the crater floor, involving materials
from the moon’s interior [73]. Regarding the formation of a disrupted antipodal terrain
at the opposite of the Herschel impact, no clear geological marks can be observed, in
agreement with some simulations, which indicates that the peak tensile stress does not
exceed the rapture strength that may cause the fracturing of the surface [70].

Identifying the Ithaca Chasma-like regional-to-global-level feature in the ice crust of
Mimas may support the tectonic origin of the fault-scarp/stair-step fault system placed
in the neighborhood of the Modred impact crater (Figure 4g). Still, its tectonic origin was
questioned after analyzing the updated image mosaic map (Figure 4h). The connection
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between the questioned feature and the fault-scarp system of Avalon Chasma can be easily
recognized by the analysis of the geological map (Figure 5).

As an alternative to impact origin, the globally appearing parallel and concentric
pattern of simple lineaments such as undifferentiated lineaments, ridges, and troughs may
indicate the influence of an evolving stealth ocean and tidal forces occurring in the ice
crust (Figure 5) [39,40,42]. Compared to the surface of icy satellites with evident marks of
tectonic processes (e.g., Europa, Ganymede, Enceladus, and Dione; Table 1), the lineament
on the surface of Mimas is barely recognizable, and no complex features can be identified
on the heavily cratered surface of the moon (Figures 4 and 5). As suggested above, Mimas
was considered a tectonically inactive, “relict” satellite for a long time until the theory
of a subsurface stealth ocean appeared [36–42]. Modeling an internal structure with the
existence of a subsurface ocean suggested that, at the time of the Herschel-forming impact,
the ice crust had to be thicker (≥55 km) than the thickness of present-day ice shell hiding
an ocean below it (<30 km) [41]. This conclusion leads to a theory that suggests that the
ice shell of Mimas has been getting thinner, at least since the formation of the Herschel
crater, and may imply a ring origin of Mimas, favored over the primordial accretion in the
circum-planetary disk around the gas giant [42].

A thinning crust and a young, evolving subsurface ocean would explain the lack
of complex tectonic features (e.g., various bands on Europa and Ganymede, [29]). As
suggested by Prockter and Patterson [74], simple linear features (e.g., cracks and ridges)
may evolve more and more complex structures (e.g., ridged bands) during the evolution of
Europa’s surface. As an analog to Europa, undifferentiated lineaments, ridges, and troughs
may represent a juvenile, early tectonic evolution phase on the ice shell of Mimas.

The appearance of quasi-parallel trough-ridge structures may indicate the thinning
of the crust [29] and periodic dilatation–compression cycles (“tidal squeezing”) [75] and
points toward the development of more complex, band-like structures [29,74]. Comparing
the pattern of some of the lineament groups with some of the simulated patterns of tidal
heating, the allocation of the lineaments on Mimas’ surface may overlap with the modeled
global nonlinear tidal dissipation in the putative subsurface ocean [76–78].

5. Conclusions

Introducing the first version of the revised Mimas geological map revealed the poten-
tial of asymmetric craters in the topography reconstruction and related flaws during the
mapping process. Along with such defects, the preliminary results showed the existence
of a supposedly young lineament network. The pattern of the lineament network may be
formed by tidal forces related to stress fields in the ice shell, implying an evolving subsur-
face ocean. Along with providing indirect evidence of the subsurface ocean, the appearance
of overlapping lineament generations promises a more detailed, morphostratigraphy-based
chronological analysis of the surface evolution in subsequent studies.

As a preliminary study, the first version of the revised geological map of Mimas has
flaws and numerous tasks to address in the following research step. Beyond the report and
brainstorming-like introduction of various phenomena on the satellite’s surface, a detailed
explanation of multiple futures and their role in reconstructing the moon’s geological
history is necessary. From the angle of historical geology (planetary history), the detailed
morpho- and chronostratigraphic study of the identified features is essential. Executing
those steps in geological mapping may help to answer the critical question about the
existence and evolution of a stealth ocean hiding below the icy crust of Mimas.
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